
Case Study 

 

The scope of nonprofit organizations has changed dramatically in the past couple of years. Our Customer, 
MDJunior realized the need of an extremely user-friendly, responsive and dynamic website which could not 
only help them with content management and display but also raise charity and engage new donors. They 
approached BeyondKey with the initial requirement of website, already with the basic content and  
concept. 

Company Background 

MDJunior is a student-run nonprofit health organization that mobilizes youth to bridge the health gap. 
They engage high school and college students collaboratively through social enterprise. 
 
Using a unique service-learning methodology for empowering youth in health, MDJunior is able to address 
pressing community health problems. With a 7-year history, their approach is time-tested and has inspired 
thousands of students at over 35 Chapters across the United States.  

Client Business Description  

Working on a website response for any nonprofit organization is far different than any other product or  
commercial website. Our WordPress experts had already researched the basic needs of such a website.   
 
We built a website for the customer which had the following key aspects:  

Our Solution  

http://beyondkey.com/


Results 

 Clearly indicates mission, values, and goals of 

the organization  

 Display content to increase supporters  

 More and more college students are youth 

are attracted  

 Social media engagements have increased  

 Organization followers have drastically in-

creased  

 Trust and empathetic relationships built up  

 Supports bonding improved  

MD junior teammates are a group of young enthusiastic people coming from various domains and 
expertise areas. They had so different level of imaginations for website look and feel but their motto 
was very clear. They wanted a visitor to not only read the content but also give their details. They 
also wanted a user-friendly website. They wanted to build a trust and empathy with the visitors so 
they come back and join the community.  

Beyond key understood their requirement immediately and delivered the amazing website which 

helped MD junior with the following results:  

Refer Website Screenshots below  

 Highly engaging and interactive  

 Extremely sober yet stylish theme  

 Incorporate visuals for storytelling  

 Appealing pages so visitor is prompted to read 

and react  

 Responsive to all devices  

 SEO friendly and optimized  

 Uniform theme and branding all over the  

webpages  

 Content can be managed without technical  

assistant 

 Social sharing integration  

  Make the site donor friendly.  
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